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( U N C O N S C I O U S  C O N S C I O U S N E S S )  I N  I ( A N T  A N D
S O I W E  P O S T - I { A N  T I A N S

(ra) Ir is well known trrat Hercrer in his polemics caused by Kant,sreviervs of his rdeen', but clirectecl against Kantt ld,ee called l{ant an Aver-roist'2 He motivaterl this by sayiug that l(ant differentiates between ilreperfection of the human race ancl ihut of the individual and speaks of adestiny (education) of the hnman race not coinciding r,vith the destiny(education) of the individual. This, sairl Herder, is tantamount to thedoctrine that the. human race possesses one soul only (and one not of thehighest order at that).r

-I{erder's objectirm is palpably correct a-although it is more than doubtfulr'vhether Herder, being an histoiian hinrself, i.e. of necessity making ma'kindat large the subject of history, was entitled to raise it.b Mor.or.i, it seems
r when dealing u'ith,medie'al philosophy, we rendered voúq by intelligence anclturned tlre attentio' of the reader io the tu"i'tt rt iòllt urteiligentia and ir.tellectus areultimately translations o[ one and tire same term, although the use of the two wordsinstead of one only--suggests a solution of ,o-" diff i"uii i"" attendant the doctrine ofthe productive intelligànce. As we now.turn to moaern ptritosopny, we should be pre-pared to meet a number of terms, all ultimatgty--d"fi l.t"t *o the concept of gre voùq.Geist, espril' mind, raisott; reason, Lterstand,'v"rrrìu\i, etc. are gre best known. Butwe have to add one more - the term consciousn""". s"óiirrgly this should not be done,as consciousness seems to be rvider trran uoui,;; tì;'i"rmer contains not only grerational aspects of the life of the mind, but aiso the emotional and even flre sensualones' so that in the 

-concept of consciousness the difference between afo$1or6 and voù6seem to be relegated to.the background. nut in racì, mÀ" rr trr" proúiemr'óf'"onr"iou"-ness are entirelv i!_e{i:al with the- problem of the urri'rr"rr.t or unique intelligence.'rhe 
term even brings out the funclamental probtu- lntrur"nt in flrat concept wigrBrlale5 clarity in that it clemands as its countàrpart ttre lerm unconscious.2 The conflict between Kant and Flerder 

""ài 
tiru 

- 
rorT:r': philosophy of his,.;oryfouncl its best presentation in R. rràyt, Herder 1r.t-uJ. rggo/5; many later editions,the most recent bvllarich,-Ber-lin ós+). The main documents are: Flerder, rdeett. zueiner Gescltichte deí Pl,ilosoitrii ,iiì iíínitnhtii, 

"ot.i f trtof ; I(ant,s revierv of it (r785)ancl l{ant's ldee zu',ein-er.' allgem,einen Geschichte ;n'-tiitoargrrliclter eusùnt ftzs+);Herder, Ideett' . . ., vol. u (r7aj); xant's review o-f it (r7g5). The subsequent quotationsfrom Kant refer to th3.Ahlcíeníir:-arrsgate,' urose trom É"iú"r to trie eaìù;;t]r suphan.The problem in question is essentiall| iclentical ruith th;t; ó"#;,il;;;ir*.3 Herder, tl/erhe r3, p._345f. (the Jruciar pasr"g" i, à*ittecl in i lre r7g5 edition).4 cf' T' Litt' Iiant tntd Ht'ld,tr'tls Deuler aer ry1it;gitrlittt(znd ed., Héiólr.rg rs*g).5 A point Litt is unfortunately unable to see.-His ótrole book is written 
";à;; 

the spellof the concept of' Gemeinschalt, i ' .e. a community in which, a" te sees it, the connecting
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that I{ant was not overly impressed by being called a monopsychist. He
defended his point of view by saying that indeed it is not contradictory to
say that the human race as a whole can become perfect, although not its

members. For, says l(ant, human race means the infinite series of pro-
creations and this series assymptotically approaches the line of the destiny
of man.r

It is obvious that Kant either did not understand Herder or refused to
understand him. What Herder meant (no matter how he expressed it) is
that if the destiny of .the race is different from the destiny of the individual,
the perfection of the race as a \Mhole means nothing to the individual who is
not perfect - and how true this is becomes obvious when one thinl<s of all
the individuals who died (or will die) before the human race will have reached
its perfection. But Kant had every right not to understand Hercler because
the latter did not understand his own objection to Kant - or at least holv
far reaching its implications actually were. Therefore Kant could gleefully
point out that in publications subsequent to Herder's attack on his, l(ant's,
Averroism, Herder repeatedly made statements clearly indicating that he,
too, differentiatecl between the destiny of the inclividual and that of the
human race and indeed comforted the individual who did not succeecl in his
own life by pointing out the advantages which accruerl from his achieve-
rnents to the race as a whole.z Unhesitatingly Herder spoke of men as.parti-
cipating in one and the same soul, one and the same reason,s leaving it to
the reacler to decide whether this was meant to & a metaphor only.'Un-
hesitatingly he introduced the fatal concept of the genius of the age (used
in English according to OED for the first time by Boyle in r(165) with the
following words: If Averroes [ !] believed that the whole human race pos-
sesses one soul only, in which every individual participates in his own rnallner,
sometimes actively, sometimes passively [Herder's strange adaptation of
the doctrine of the voùq rcorlrr,xó6 and na$qn x6qf , - this kind of poetry fagain
Herder leaves the reader wondering to what extent Herder is toying only
with an idea] I should prefer to apply to the genius of the time and say that
we all are under his influence, sometimes actively, sornetimes passively.
If Herder took the idea of the genius of the age seriously one could almost
say that what he did was to replace the collective consciousness of Averroes

link is something intrinsic and organic, as opposed to the extrinsic and abstract unity
of mankind, as conceived by Kant. But the whole concept ol Gemeinsch,aft as opposed
to the concept of, Gesellschalú is entirely spurious. It was F. Tònnies who introduced it
(Gesellschaft und Gemednschaft, Berlin tB87). In fact, both Gesellschalt und Gemeitl-
schalt are collectives, in which to participate or not to participate is entirely left to
man's free decision (Kiirudller). Neither is more natural than the other. Everything
that is wrong in romanticism is contained in this concept of Gen'teinschaft. Lítt's
admiration of Herder is ultimately based on his having become convinced by Herder's
famous denunciation of cosmopolitanism (das uerscltwemmte Herz des miiszigen, Rosnto-
politen: Werhe r3, p. 33g)though Litt may not be fully aware of it.

1 Kant, Schrilten 8, p. 65.
2 Kant, Schrilten 8, p. 6r. Cf. Herder, Werhe 13, p. 373.
3 Herder, Werhe t4, p. zzÙ.
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n-rultitude of collective cotxciousncsses, genii of the several ages.l
As for Kant, he in spite of his rather tart reply to Herder remailed.

conscious of the problem of the relation between the dlstiny of the individual
and that of the human race - more so than his critic Herder. Indeed. he,
though a staunch believer in progress and the perfection of the human race
as its goal, still designated the implication that men work for somethiug
which they themselves will never enjoy, as befremdend, and rcitsethaft.z Hís
final remark on this problem (in: ùoer d,en Gerneinspruch: Das arag in, cler
Theorie richtig sei,n, taugt aber nicht liir d.ie praxis irlgsl) amounted to a
lcind of challenge. He says: On contemplating all the evif inflicted byman
on man in the course of history, we are still entitled to cheer up by embiacing
the hope that man's future will be brighter than his past, ihough this
future will arrive when we ourselves shali have been deacl for a long tirne.
Therefore r've enjoy the prospect of that future happiness in an entirely
unselfish rnanner.s

This is I(ant's real answer to Herder. We participate in the destiny of the
human race by altruism.a

1 Herder, l\revhe 17, p.77t. (Briefe zur Berórclerr4.ng d,er Humanitdt, z. samuúung,r79i l .
2 l(ant, Schriften 8, p. zo.
3 l(ant, Sclvilten 8, p. 3og.a The fallacy of this reasoning has. been. revealed by Lotze. With absolute clarityLotze says: rt is completely useless to talk about a-ioat of history,rht;h manki'dapproaches or reaches, unless it is shown to us in what iranner the individual can availhjmself of this goal for himself' To be sure, it is everybody's right t"i"."r*e 1is ownclaim to the enjoyment of this goal; to.be sure, 

-u""iyÉoay"is admirable who says"Though I myself won't live to éee mankind reachinj'its góal, it is enough for me toIrnow that I contributed to-the happiness or perfeclior, òf oiher*,,. nui, so Lotzeinsists, rve mustn't demand of othersiirat i lrey gi.,r" ,rp their claim.
But could we make.sure, T-otze goes on to isli, thaf eventually everv individual willparticipate in the ultimat_e destiny of mankincl (be it happiness, be it feiiection, aswe can add) ? obviously, Lotze ansrvers, this can be done ònly under tÉe assumption

of personal immortality. Unless we make this assumftio.r, t l ie concepts oi mankind
and of a goal of mankind to be reached 

i" -9r. throirgh history becóme completelyirrelevant to the individual. Just as every individual lias a perfect right to renounce
iris orvn claim, so every individual has a perfect right to expect and Lo demand a fairshare in the future h-appiness_or.p-erfection of man"- and if Iro g,,"r".rtl" 

"*u 
uu giventhat expectation and demand rvil l be met in some way or other, the in6iviclual has aperfect right to turn his back on the very concept of history and its goal and to assertits.complete irrelevance (H. Lotze, l l[ ihróhosrnos'lrg56-rso4], vol. rIr"7, z j.--

. It is incomprehensible that.this_passage uy ròtzà is hard'iy 
".r"r 

r"ióiréd to in con-temporary discussion concerning the meàninf of history.
, 

I l it perhaps appropriate to rèmind the reader that t 'he problem stated so succincgy
by Lotze is essentially identical with the,problem whiJ must emerge in every religionteaching any ltind of kingdom of God t^o. b.e elngcted in the futnre (àchatology, apoca-lyptic). within the 

-orbit of Judaeo-Christianity flre bÀst knorvn statement of theproblem is containeg i" {. Thess.4: r3-r8. To iheir bewilderment i lre faithful oneswho live expecting the advent of the hingdom of Gotl realize that some who sharedtleir expectation died before this advent.-Have they waited in vain ? Have they beendeceived ? Is there any guarantee that they who rr" rti l l  rvaiting will l ive to see it come
and thus participate in it ? St. Paul dispeL their apprehensionl when the kingdcm ofGod comes, the dead ones will rise and thus sharè'in its bliss along *itir-i iro." *r,o
happened to live when it came.
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But how is altruism possible ? How is it possible that orle should equate
his happiness lvith that of others ? To clarify this point, from the post-
critical l(ant, we turn to the pre-critical.

In lris Trciume eines Geisterseh,ers erliiutert ilurch Trciume der ll[etaph,ysih
F776),L Kant faces the problem of a direct intercommunicatiol (com-

It should be obvious - the more one is convinced of the importance of history,s goal,
the more of th-e_9,uafjtr.9f God's kingdom it has in his eyes, the more compre6ensible
the concern of St'. Paul's contempoiaries should be to him. But then túe question
should become all-important to him: unless he has some answer comparable to that
of St' Paul, unless he can give some guarantee- of ev-e_rybooy's particlpafingìn history,s
goal, doesn't this goal becomg euitJm-eaningless ? Now, oi 

"oirr" 
tfry iJ* historianswill be inclined to assert that by some kind òf immortality all men whó ever lived rvill

gnjoy the goal of hisfory. But if so, don't they by implication completely deflate theimportance and significance of history ? 
-

Another aspect of the difference between the destiny of the indiviclual and that ofmankind apPells in l(ant's ll[utmaszlicher 
-Anfang dír Mensch,engeschichti lsrhrlytu,

-8'p.-loZ-123). Here.Kant interprets man's fall as tne first exercise-of his freedom (i.e.
breaking the bonds imposed on-him by instinct, which bonds an animal is never ableto break), in that man eats something which to eat he is not pt;;;i;à;y instinct.
The first exercise of freedom is at the-same-time the beginning of man's history. J3utthe-exchange of instinct for freedom is bought at the pricg of misery (loss of paiadise)
of the individual, as freedom implies ttre poslibility of 

"Lor. 
llowevei, it is only through

freedom that man achieves the goal of history, thl perfection of the luman race. Thus,the fall, though accompaniecl by evil consequences-for the indiviclual, is inclispensable
for the race. 

'We 
could say, the iall with.all iis misery for the individual and its glorious

consequences for mankind is providential. And it i i t itt ing that flre indiviclual'should
not rebel against or accuse proviclence.

- Obvious[r l{ant's interprètatio" oi rri"t-"ry is a secularized i-èrsion of the lelix crlpf
tlreory. It is less unsatisfactory than the laiter in that t:ne letir cutla théori, amourrt,
19. sayi-ng "eternal damnalion of some_is not too heavy a price to pay for tîe eternal
bliss of others" whereas according to Kant it is only ,iirrry of some which constitutes
the price of perfection of others. But for him who ioes not assume any oflier hind ofmisery (or happines.s) except that of the-present life, Kant's theory iurt-rpp"r. r"repulsive as the lelir .cutpa theory has alùays appeared to some tíreologians (whose
sjn-cere religiousness is beyond doubt). tnstructive is the so obviously" inaoequate
de{ence.of the felix cylfa 

9o2cep! e.g.'in: O. Casel, "Der ósterliche Lidhtgesang der
Kir_clre",- [ i lurgische Zeitschrilt i bglrl lù, p. t1g_igr, esp. p. rgZ.

Kant himself does not '-se_the phrase'!àttl 
'cîtpi 

o, i ir 'German equivalent. But
Schiller in his--paraphrase of Kant's Mutrnaszliclrcr'Anfang, i.e. in Erwa.s iiber d.ie erste
Men'schengesellschalt' nach d,em Leitfad,en d.er mosaischei Urhunde (tZso) explicitly
refers to man's fall as die gliichlichstà und._grÒszte Begebeuhrit in der lVl'eníchlengesclricÌtte
(sdrntliche werke, stikutarausgabe.vol. xlÍt1r, p. ti-Jr, usp.p. z6). cf. Elfriede Làm-merzahl, Der Siindenfall, in der Phitosol>hie'clei deutsinin id,"àlis*us. Berlin 1934.

1n gonjglPorary Protestant thought ihe problem oI Heilsgesctrichte, *hich is another
3:p9:l o-l-lh-" problem of.history in general,^is discussed. witÉ great intensity. See, e.g.,
I. 

olt, "Heilsgeschichte" in: Dle nótigion in Gesctrichtiund, Gígenwart, 3raía., vot. III(ts5?].His suggested solution of what he designates as a ilreological paradoxon is:es 
-m'iiszte gezeigt werden, inuielerne die zugehorigneu in d,ie Sohaar"itàt díl Gouesuothes

aller Zeiten ein slvuhturmoment des Gtauúerrt àit einzelnen isl. In other words, ott
asserts that the true believer.will, r 'egarclless of whether he will p".ronrtty farticipatein the eschalon, sti l lparticipate in it in some-way, by some kind òf feeling'oísolidarity
wittr those who will personally experience tl'te ischatoz. It is strange tnit ott shouldnot see that in such a case it is entirely irrelevant, whether the eschítore will or will not
actually take place - 

it !T alrearly tàken place in the mind of every uetievei in it.r The evaluation of this writing oscillaies between two extremés. Relying on gre
well-knorvn. self-deprecatory letter of l(ant to Mendelssohn, IJ. Cohen (Díe svstenrati-
sclten Begrille in Rant's uorkrilischent ldealismr,ls, Berlin 1873) dismissed it as in-
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munion) of spirits.l And in this context he cliscusses why we, when we fincl
that orrr Erleeuút'r.issa clisagree with those of our fellowmen, feel a kind of
cornpulsion to make them return to conformity with our opinions, I(ant's
answer is that perhaps we feel that our judgements depend on the universal
human intelligen ce (allgernein er mens chli ch,er V er stand) .z

Ancl immediately l(ant 
'proceeds 

to discuss as a parallel question: horv
can we explain that rve are capable of moral action ? g

The context explains what I{ant means by 'moral 
action'. It is simply

altruistic action. In other words Kant aslcs: how shall we explain that we
are capable of valuing the welfare of others above our own ?

Let us stress the parallelism of the two questions. Kant treats knowledge
or the theoretical aspect of our intelligence and morality or the practical
aspect of our intelligence obviously as twin aspects. To use his later terms,
he invites us to think of the parallelism between pure theoretical reason
arrd pure practical reason, thror.cgh, both ol uhich we oaercotne our theoretical
or practical 'egotism,' .

How, then, does l{ant answer the question? Whenever we act morally,
says Kant, we feel ourselves to depend on the rrrle of the universal will
(allgenr,ein'er Wille). From this a moral unity results in the universe of all
intelligent (thinking) natures. In other words, I(ant says, moral sense is
the feeling that our private will depends on the universal (allgemein) will.

Universal intelligence and universal will - the terms are characteristic.
But perhaps it could be argued that Kant might mean no more than the
fact that man whenever thinking according to the rules of reasoning, when-
ever acting according to the rules of morality, must think, must act in
precisely the same rvay because there is only one set of such rules. This,
however, rvoulcl not imply any doctrine of the unicity of theoretical or

significant. On the otlter hand, L. Goldmann, Il l lensch, Genwittschnlt wú í4/elt in der
Phi.losoltlrie l iu.nfs, Ziirich, n.d., c. r945, (rvho sees its affinities rvith the neo-Kanti-
anism of the Badenian school - see below) discovers in it the germs of some of tle most
important concepts of the crit ical l(ant (e.g. his theory of the mu,ndus sensi.bi.l is ancl
itúell igibil is) and of his successors, including Lask and even Lukócs, specifically i lre
latter's semi-Marxian concept of 'false consciousness', and also of the àxistentiàlists,
specifically their concept of authentic as opposed to inauthentic existence (here Gold-
Inann seerns to be somervhat carried arvay) . I side witli Goldmann rather tftan rvith
Colren. lJut for our purpose. it matters to see the systematic position ex.l>ressed. bv
Iiant, rvhether or trot it was important to him.

For a recent cotttroversy concerning the evaluation oî Trdu.me. see G. Martin, "I(ant
und  Le ibn iz " , I i an t - s tud ien  +7  l rgss l so ) ,  p .+og-+ r6 ,  esp .  p .4 r3 ,  c r i t i c i z ing  K .  H i l de -
brandt, Iia.ttt tt ' ttd Leibniz, Nleisenheirn/Gtan r955, p. 3'2-34 for overestimating it. Ct.
J. Schnrucker', I)ie LtrsPrihrye tler Ilt lúh lio.ttts, i\feisenheinr/Glan r96r p. r54-173.

.L)erhaps the reader should be reminded that Kant hirnself (in his letter to lVleridels-
solrtr of April 13, r766 quoted above, Schril len ro,p. 66) adrnits that his writing lacks
order, whiclt he explains by the fact that it rvas written in installments.

I Schrit 'ten r, p" 333.
z  Ib id . ,  p .  334 .
3 lbid., l). 334f. (horv the hypothesis that geislige Nahtren t' l ieszen in d,ie Seelen dey

Aletrsclrcrt can be made probable; the formula sitt l iches Gefíihl : entPÍurtdene .4bhtiu.gig-
heit de.s Priuqluil letts uont. allgemeinen. IVil lenl.
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practical reason (intelligence) except in a metaphorical sen.se of the worcl,
for each man may have his own pure (theoreticaiancl practical) reason, even
though pure reason was the same in each man (Leibniz !).

But such an interpretation woulcl not clo justice to what Kant tries here
to establish. The above considerations are undertaken by Kant as a response
to Swedenborg's claim that our mind can clirectly comrnunicate with the
community of all other mincls.l Kant translates if we may say so, Sweden-
borg's claim into a more sober language. Ultimately, he Uy imiticatior1 says,
the insights of one mind are not different from theinsights ,:f alother mi1d,
nor are the practical interests of one mincl different from another. To the
extent that we belong to the community (communion) of mincls (spirits)'we do not differ from each other, and it is this factum of non-clifference that
expresses itself in the submission to the universal theoretical and practical
mind. And in some way, says liant, we knolv of our membership in this
community. Because lve know ottrselves as such members, *a *urrt others
to think the way we think and for the same reason we are capabfe of acting
in such a way that our action expresses the iclentily of our interests with
those of our fellow men.

Let us restate the whole problem remaining closer to Kant's wording.
Kant starts from what appears to be a fantastic àssertion that disembodiecl
spirits (souls) communicate directly with our souls. Admittedly, the human
soul, as long as man is in his normal condition (maliciously i{ant renclers
this by so lange alles wohl steht) is not conscious of ttft impréssions receivecl
from the world of spirits or, to state this rnore cautiously, id.or institted{n
us by these spirit cannot pass into das klare Bewusztsein. des Menschen. How
can such an assertion, I(ant goes on to ask, be supported by some kind of
evidence so that it could be proven or at least macle probabie ?

To make clear lvhat he is after Kant refers to Newton. Nervton cliscoverecl
the law of universal gravitation. He could, but dicl not, stop here. He askecl
"what is the cause of gravitation?" and answered "The force of mutual
attraction". How does Kant apply the procedure Newton's to the problem
on hand ? It is obviously by the device of assuming that we can observe the
universal law of moral, i.e. non-egoistic action rniing the conduct of illan,
but though lve could stop here, we are entitled to ask and answer the questiol
"What is the cause of altruism?" Ancl the answer is: the direct communi-
cation of spirits. We are cit izens of tno rvorlds, that of spirits embodiecl
and that of spirits clisembodied. In the latter capacity - in this way we must
interpret Kant - we are aware of our soliclarity with all other spiriis ancl it is
this awareness of solidarity which is the cause of altruism or, as Kant says,
of our sittliches Gefi.ihl.

Whether Kant made his point is extremely doubtful. As long as there is a
plurality of spirits, the question why a spirit should suborclinaie his egoistic

I Ibid., p. 333.
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interests to those of others remains open. To make Kant's 'proof' really
conciusive it would be necessary to assume that the plurality of spirits is
orrly apparent, that actually all spirits are one, and that we unconsciously
or semi-consciously are aware of this unicity of spirits. This dim conscious-
ness of tat twam asi would explain altruism. And this unicity of spirits would
also explain the universal validity of the rules of thinking.

But in any case, one thing clearly emerges. I(ant is ready to admit the
existence of a double consciousness, one which we have qua disembod.ied
spirits, the other which we have qua embodied ones. And some kind of
intercommunication is taking place between the two - mainly in the form
of influence' of the disembodied spirits on us qua embodied ones. It should
be obvious that b)' u slight change in terminology all these metaphysical
(dogmatic) speculations can be converted into critical ones.

The affinity of Kant's precritical ethics with his critical becomes also
obvious in the way in which Kant describes the relation of the two modes
of consciousness. I have, says Kant, no empirical knowledge of myself. qu.a
rnincl - I only can inler that I am a spirit.r I am, as he says, one subject,
but I am two persons.2 One subject I am in a non-empirical way. Therefore
I have two kinds of knowledge of myself, two kinds of self-consciousness, one
empirical, the other non-empirical.s

Iir pre-critical language we here see the doctrine of the homo phaenomenon,
and lto'nto tl,ournenol, expressed (or at least clearly anticipated) and together
with it the doctrine of the categorical imperative. Because man is not only
an empirical person, he possesses in addition to his empirical consciousness,
another consciousness. As a member of the community of minds (spirits),
he has a consciousness which differs from his consciousness of himself as an
isolated private subject. But this consciousness of himself if obviously
unconscious knowledge.a' s

Here the concept of the unconscious all but emerges in a highly significant
nranner. It is obviously meant by Kant to explain that in our conscious life
lve feel impelled to think and to act as if our thinking and acting were the
result of universal reason and universal will. To the extent that I think and
act a.ccording to universal rea.son and universal lvill there is no difference
between my thoughts and actions and those of other men. In the community
of mirrds (spirits), so we could formulate I(ant's idea, tlte prix.cipi.unt, indi-

r  lb id. ,  p.  f i7 f .
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.

| lbLd.,g, y8f . funhlares as distinguished from hlayes Bewu.sztseù,r; p. 333).5 For different reasons (viz. to account for the fact that the empiricit su-U1bct does not
know that all the objects are nothing but the result of having been posited by a subject)
the concept of the unconscious (better: metaconsciousnesJ) has 6een intróduced-into
post-I(antian philosophy by lVlaimon. See e.g. I(. Fischer, Geschichle der neueren Phi-
lo'cof hie, vol. v, r znd. ed., Múnchen 1884, p. rgzf .; w. Dilthey, "Briefe Kants an
Beck",  Gesam,melte schr i f ten.  IV,p.3ro-353,  esp.p.3rgf . ;  l \ { .  Gueroul t ,  L 'éaolut iotz
el la. stru'ctt'r,re de la Doclrine de Ia science chez Fichtà, z vv ., paris r93o, vol. r, p. rzz; r3r .
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uiduationis no longer holds. Kant almost rediscovers the theory that there
is only one intelligence (voù6) and it is this unicity which explains why there
is one universal rule of truth and goodness. For this universal and unique
intelligence is not only theoretical but also practical.

We can now restate I{ant's categorical imperative. Its sense is: act by
universalizing yourself. This is simply Kant's formula corresponding to the
formula of Alexander that we should try to transform our human intelligence
into the unique separate intelligence. All the religious overtones which we
found in Alexander in connection with this demand we find in Kant when-
ever he speaks of our private will being conscious of the command to
transform itself into the universal will. The two passages (Pflicht .. " Zwei
Din'ge) are the well known documents of this 'religious' aspect of Kant's
philosophy. Indeed, it seems that it was only for reasons of style that Kant
did not say'"Whoever wants to divinize himself should, as much as possible,
try to unite his private will with that of the universal will".

Thus, we find in Kant an avatar of the doctrine of the unicity of intelli-
gence. For a moment the doctrine of the unconscious seems to emerge, but
it is soon replacecL by the d.octrine of the empirical and the non-empirical
consciousness. Thus, we certainly don't mean to say that Kant simply states
the doctrine of the unicity of intelligence or the doctrine that in acldition to
our conscious intelligence, we possess another unconscious one. But, on the
other hand, it is almost there, just as Leibniz' doótrine that our mind thinks
incessantly, is almost there.l

The doctrine of the double consciousness is of considerable importance.
One of the two 'consciousnesses' which man has, i.e. his empirical conscious-
ness, is the one which he actually has. The other, non-ernpirical, for lvhich
some would prefer the expression 'unconscious consciousness' is the one
which he should have - and to a certain extent does have, but mainl,y in the
f orm ol an imperatiue to transform his empirical consciousness into that meta-
empirical one. His meta-empirical consciousness unites him with other men,
while his empirical consciousness separates him from them. The tension
betrveen these two consciousnesses can be expressed in different ways. In
application to the realm of action, one could speak of the difference between
the true will, i.e. responsible will and the apparent will, i.e. arbitrariness.
With regard to the theory of punishment, one could say that every just
punishment is the execution of the true will of the person who is being
punished, i.e. in the ultimate resort, that every punishment is self-punish-
ment. And in this sense of the word we could also say that all government
is ultimately self-government - rvith the understanding that self-govern-
ment is rooted, not in an arbitrary decision as to how the governed ones rvant
to be governed, but in their reasonable decision. In application to the realm
of cognition, we could say that one has a duty to think in a meta-personal

I Ibid., p. 338, note.
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nlanner, as this is the only way to attain unto truth, just as meta-personal
action is the only r,vay to attain unto goodness (Rousseau, Hegel).

(rb) Tue replacing of anamnesis by the doctrine of the ever-intelligizing
intelligence in which human intelligence participates entails the possibility
of tr'vo main developments. Let us recapitulate what we said earlier.

The object of Platonic anamnesis lvere ideas - in some sense of the word
substances and their knowledge was, in some sense of the r,vord material knowl-
edge' But the more anamnesis becomes replaced by the doctrine of ever-
intelligizing intelligence, historically and systematically two possibilities
emerge' Either the objects of the ever-intelligizing intelhgln." 

"r" 
ultimately

taken to be in some sense of the word substances - not universals as plato,s
ideas have been asserted by Aristotle to be, but in some sense of the word
individual intelligibles. To the extent that acts of inteiligizing exhibit some
analogy with the acts of sense perception, they are the oU1e.t! of some kincl
of vision' or they are no longer conceived as some kind of successors to
Plato's ideas but in sonte sense of the worcl as mere forms - forms of thinking,
rnles of thinking, etc. In other words, we here have the two possibilities of
interpreting St. Augustine's illumination as being either formal or material
(tf' P. 6r above). If illumination is conceived as Àaterial, its objects may be
Aristotle's unmoved Movers, the unmoved IVIover, etc. But if we have
something like formal illumination, before ts we haae the gernxs ol Kant,s
tlt'eory of the a priori.t Thus this theory receives its approp.i"t" place in the
perspective of philosophy. According to Plato we are born with the knowl-
edge of ideas making empirical knowledge possible. It now turns out that
lve are born with forms making knowledge possible. Of course, no historic
connection exists betlveen Alexander ancl Kant. But from the systematic
point of view Kant represents the full growth of what begins with Alexander,
continues with Plotinus and Themistius, is rediscovered and. adapted by
Leibniz. Our empirical knowledge has non-empirical roots. The object of
this non-empirical knowledge is sometimes considered to be material
(contentual, inh,altlich,), sometimes formal. The way in which rve acquire
this non-empirical knowleclge is sometimes clescribed. as anamnesis, some-
tirnes as direct vision, sometimes as making conscious what rve know un-
consciottsly, sometimes as known to us implicitly in every act of empirical
lmolvledge' The differences betlveen all these solirtions of one ancl the sarle
problem - to explain those elements of our knowledge which cannot have
colne from experience - are very great, no cloubt. But it is useful to see lvhat
they have in common, and to what extent they are relatecl.

One more question must be asked rvith regaia to Kant. Is what he some-

1 Cf' S' Aicher, I{ants Begrill der.Erhenntnis aerglichen m.it d.ent d,es Aristoteles,Rerlin rgoT (Das g, priori . . .' ;st ein allgemeirru B'"iurztsein., eine tt.anszend.entq.le
Apl>erzeption, die allem indiuiduellen Bewuszìisein, zu, Grunde tiegt und a;rse, iirt mógticltmacl t t :  p.  ro5).
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times terms Bewusztsein, iibe'rhawpt and which is best described as the seat
of the a priori forms,l sometimes pure (non-empirical) reason, to be conceived
as personal or as impersonal ? Is there more than one Bewu,sztsein iiberh,aupt?
Does every man have his own set of forms or should we assume that there
is only one Bewusztsein iiberlcaupt in which everybody shares ?

1 The classical passages: Prolegotnetta, $$ 20;22; zg. Cî. H. Amrhein, Rants Lehre
aotn Bewu,sztsein iiberhaupt ttnd ilwe Weiterbildung bi.s auf die Gegenwart, Berlin rgog,

9sp.p.  8S-S:;  F.  Paulsen,  Kant (Stut tgart  1898; many later  ed.) ,  p.265-z68 and J.
Guttmann, Kanls Gottesbegrift', Berlin r9o8, but see F. Paulsen, "Kants Verhàltnis
zur Metaphysik", Ilant-Studien 4 $goo), p. 413-442, esp. p. +2o (ernpirical, individual
reason is Ausllusz aus der Uraerrhmfl) and p. 428î. (with the impressive formula: a,n
'i'ntellechrc archetypws lnt uttserem nachd,enhenclen verstand uorged,acht).

. lngqSn approached from a different point of view, the problem here treated appears
in G. Martin, Immanuel I{amt, I(óln r95 r. For our purposes its $ zB is most impórtant.
Martin asks: Did Kant assume that there is a non-empirical subject (person, coiscious-
ness) related to the empirical, "knower" in the same way in whicÈ a non-empirical
subject (person, consciousness) is related to the empirical agent ("doer") ? This quèstion
by Martin we could also render by asking: is l{ant's homo noumenon exclasivelyrelated
to the  homophaenon tenonquamora l  agen t?  Or to rephrase i toncemore :  I semp i r i ca l
consciousness accompanied by a non-empirical consciousness only in the moments
when we perform an action rvhich has a moral quality ? Are we citizens of two worlcls
only as agents ?

Martin is inclined to answer all these questions in the negative. What is the meaning
of the subject qua knower (das erhennende Subieht), he asks? It can rnean three thingé
he answers. Either it simply designates the empirical srlbject. Or it designates the
universal human reason. Or it designates a transcendental subject (Martin adds rfas
nur logisch zu uerstehe'nde lranszendentale Su.bieht, obviously afiaicl that he could be
suspected of charging Kant with belief in the existence of a metaphysical entity).
P_ut, gays Martin, it does not really matter, which of the alternatives we accept. If
I(ant's subject is simply the empirical subject, still he means-by the subject the thinking

99bje9t. I3ut qua' thinking, the subject becomes universill (in other words, though
Martin does not ttse them, the subject is transpersonal in the act of thinking). If we
assume either the equation 'the subject of knowledg€ : universal human reason'
or the equation 'the subject of knowledge : the transcendental subject' (a logical
construct, as Martin seems to understand it), these tlvo cases amount essentially to one
and the same thing, because neither the existence of a universal human reason nor
that of the transcendental subject are empirical facta.

fn other words, Martin says, the subject of knowledge is not the empirical subject.
It is, as he says, the pure (reine) subject. But, Martin says, though it is a non-empirical
subject, it sti l l  is an individual subject. fn other words, Martin is as close as possible
to the theories of Themistius and Leibniz. He only is not fully aware that by intro-
ducing the concept of a pure subject he essentially is introducing the concept of a
double consciousness.

It does not seem that l{artin ever asked himself the question: what is the principiutn
incliuidu.atiotr.is accowting for a plurality of pure subjects ?

I am aware that strong objections could be raised to any interpretation of Kant
which introduces as a companion to the transpersonal moral consciousness a transper-
sonal theoretical consciousness. One could even say that such an interpretation Jub-
verts the very foundations of Kant's philosophy. For Kant introduced the transpersonal
moral consciousness onlv to extend man's grasp beyond the realm to which he as
kltower is confined, viz. the realm of phenomena. By endowing man with any kind of
non-empirical theoretical consciousness we would be in danger of reverting to the clogma-
tic assertion that our knowledge grasps things-in-themselves. But on the other hancl,
by identifying the theoretical honro noutnenon w'ith a set of lorms u'e avoid anl' kind
of dogmatism.

Martin's interpretation of l(ant in this respect is essentially that of Amrhein (whose
book is most important for the present topic) and generally of all 'criticist' or anti-
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It seenrs that Kant gravitates towards the latter assumption. It is very
difficult to conceive what differentiates one pure reason (oi pure conscious-
rìess or Bewusztsein' iiberhau'pt) from another, And the more we limit the
content of the Bewu'sztsein' iiberhaupt to forms, the less reason there is to
assurne a plurality of pure consciousnesses.

But on the other hand, the assumption of a personal immortality is so
clearly essential to l(ant's system of ethics that had l(ant facecl the pioblem
of the relation between Bewu,sztsein diberhaupt and, immortality of the
individual soul, he would probably have sided with the glossator of The-
mistius and rvith Leibniz.

His successors, on the other side, lvho like Fichte triecl to devaluate the
personal immortality came much closer to the cloctrine of the unicity of
intelligence be it under the designation oî. a Beuusztsein, iiberhaupt be it
uncier the designation of a super-ego.3

(z) Fnoir'r the point of view of the present investigation o1e of the most
interesting aspects of Kant's philosophy has above been characterized as
that of adding to the theoretical aspect of the productive intelligence that
of the practical one. On the whole, tlte intellectus agetxs, the voù6 nowprx1q,
metaplrysical interpreters of Kant. Amrhein is convinced that Kant's Bewusztseiniiberhaupt is only a Grenzbegrill, or a regulative idea, or a logicar 

"o.-, "1"]rr, 
,ro 

"rr"is,it supposed t-o possess any kind of (ion-empiricaí) realitf As we coulJalso put it:when.rve say of cognitions [nat ttrey are true and of actions that trr"y 
"re 

moral, wedescribe them as il they were cognitions and actions oî a Bewusztseín íberhaupt (p. gr-
93;2o7-2o9; cf. also Vaihinger's Geleitwort to Amrhein's book). Of course, one of theclassical passages 

;uSlortin8 Amrhein's and \raihing"t;, i.rt".pretation is irr. passagefrom.the.Critique ol Pure Reason,: . . . d,asz.iederrnann"tur,-to, er-soll, d,.i. alle Iiand.Iungen
uerniinltiger Wesen so gesch;ehett, als ob sià aus einent oberslen rVillen, d,er alle priaat-
willhiir in sich oder ucier sich befaszt, enlsprringen".It can easily be seen that ror fuin,ltan'd'eln, Wil\en', etc. the terms erhennen and, Vernunft, etc. can be substituted. Thekey term als ob would remain.

Ihis is not-the place to decicle between the 'criticist' 
and the 'metaphysical, 

inter-pretation of Kant's Bewusztseitt ùberhau,pl. However, if the metaphysical interpretatio.
is correct, if Kant in nuce at least was rèady to grani it some orrti" st"tus, to treat it assorne kind of metaphysical reality, his systeri in this respect woul<l essentially beAverroistic. In-any.case-, to approaóh Kant vir thu doctrine oi th" unicity of i.rt"ttigurr""
considerably clarifies t-he whole problem, on which also see T. Litt, op. cit. (above,
p .  r 1 4 ,  n . 4 ) ,  p .  r r o - r 1 6 ;  r z o .

. A good discussion 
"l 

t l." who-le problem can be found in: K. Delahaye, Die,,ntemoriainterior" - Lelve des. heiligen, Au[u,stinus und, d.er Be-griff d,er "transzinàentalen Afper-zeptior" I{ants, wiirzburg 1930. Delahaye says : fueint l{anr mil tter sy,nlùelischen
Einheit der A'pperzeptiort das Wesen des ntbnschii"hen. Geístes, d,as in allen Einzelind.iui-
dtt'en'-d'as gleiche ist, d,iese also aoraussetzt, oder ienes, das in allen Eimzelmensclten classelbe
ist, diese also erst ermòg-Iicht (p. tos)? DelaÍraye'follows Amrhein in assuming grat
Kant originally accepted the first member of tÉe alternative, but by.;lb; came toaccept the second, remaining unconscious of the change in his opiniJns. 

- J

Florvever, it seems that Delahfye is unfamiliar witi ttre docirine of the unicity ofintelligence and therefore woulcl it tina next to incredible that Kant could have enter-
tained a doctrine which arnounts to the assumption of a supraindividual ego, almost
a semi-div ine man (p.  ro7;  r38;  r59).

a A.  Nyman, "ùber das'unbewusi te" ' ,  
- I {an_r- .studien.34 Fgzg),  p.  r5r-r6ó,esp.p.

r54, note r on the interpretation of Fichte by windelbanà andrÍottài"g".
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etc' - they are purely theoretical activities. This is keeping in tune rvith
Aristotle who excluded the realm of action from that of hiihest wiscLom,
because highest wisdom is related only to that which is unchangeable
whereas action concerns the realm of the changeable. But in that l(ant
divides pure reason into pure theoretical and. pure practical reason, some-
thing nerv is introduced into the realm of philosophi. thooght. And as is
well known, I(ant's tendency is to subordinate theoretical reason to practi-
cal.

Now, it can almost be guessed that once the doctrine of the ulicity of
intelligence has been transformed into the cloctrine of the unicity of theo-
retical and of. practical intelligence, a philosophy is bouncl to emerge which
will lay its stress on the unicity of the pr""ii."l insteacl of the theoretical
aspect of man's mind. This is indeed what comes to the fore in the philosophy
of Schopenhauer. The kernel of his philosophy undoubtedly iolsists in
teaching the unicity of will.

To be sure, we would not recognize in Schopenhauer's r,vill intelligelce.
Schopenhauer's will is, as we know, blind r,vill, the source of intelligence,
but unintelligent itself. What we would. be inclined. to describe as intelli-
gence is nothing but one of the fonns in ancl by which blincl will expresses
itself. But though the difference is undeniable, the similarit! also exists:
Schopenhauer's blind will is a unique will, operating in all indiv-iduais though
they are not conscious of it. Indeecl, rvhether rve speak of the gnicity*rrf the
inteilect, of the unicity of practical reason, or, finally, of the ulicity of the
will - in all cases rve have the doctrine that behincl the life of the mincl
which seems to be strictly individual is a completely impersonal life of what-
ever turns out to be the essence of this tife. Monopsychism is not exactly
unicity of the intellect, nor is this unicity or ntonopry.hism exactly ideltical
with the nconoboulésis, iî. it is permissible to cóin a new term" But the
similarity of the three points of view is unmistakeable.

Tlre concept of tnonoboullsfs enables Schopenhauer to explain a pumber
of occult phenomena, especially in his úber ien lViltett, irc clei, Natow, section
Animalischer Jli[agnetisnr.us und Magie and. in Versuch, iiber Gei.stersehen, und,
uas danùt zusarnntenh,cingt. Here he refers to Plotinus, particularly to Enn,.
rr 3, T; IV 3, rz; rY 4, 4e,43 and IV 9, 3.1 And in Fragmente zur Gescrricrúe
der Plúlosophie No. 7 $V 7-78 Grisebach) he mentions the title of ilre last
namecl essay (Ei n&oar, ai '.fiu1oci pr,ía) in a way clearly inclicating that he saw
an affinity between this d.octrine and his olv-n. Indeed, in tÀis essa.y, the
sentence occurs: '*ì. oupra$eiv d).ìdÀor,q ipmq xaù ouvaì,yoùwa6 Éx ,où ép&u
xaù SraxeopÉvou6 xai eig tò gr,ì,eîv órx,opévouq ... gr,ù ùuxte pia6 1tv g, 3,
r-6). Could there be a more Schopenhauerian passage?

-1 -Sch-openltauer's cle.arest interpretation of magic can Lre found in his Nacltlass,ed' by Grisebach, vol. .IV, P. rp9 ànd r93: magic ls based on the error of mistakingtfe. no3-gmpirical unicity of witt for an-àmpirióal one. ihi., of course, leaves unex-
plaine{ the ellicacy (which schopenhauer adàits) of the error, for which schopenlauer
in the long run offers no expbnJtion.
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(3) Bur as is well known the doctrine of the general consciousness
(Bewusztsein, iiberhar,rpt) is of particular importance in the Badenian branch
of Neo-I{antianisrn. This is particularly true of Windelband.

In the last of his Prciludien $BB4), viz. Su,b specie aeternitafis, Windel-
band says that immortality consists in the bliss of the moment in rvhich
I become meta-individual, elevate myself above my indivicluality, forget
rnyself, i.e. raise rnyself to the level of the Eternally Normative (Das
Gelteu,tle; That-which-holds) - the title which Winclelband ga.ve to what used
to be called the intelligibte (p. Sz+). It is well known that this concept is
central in Neo-I(antiauisru. But the normative is of course nothing else but
Plato's realm of the intelligible, de-substantialized, if we may say so. It
was otle of the ceutral features of Natorp's iirterpretation of Plato's ideas
to have changed them into norms. Windelband adopted the term das Gelten-
de. By this he indicated the imperative character of this sphere - in other
words in his own way combined the Kantian idea of the categorical im-
perative rvith the concept of icleal being. This is still Alexander's sphere of
vor;rú - only it is impossible for a Kantian to apply the term "being" to this
sphere in the sailte sense in which it can be applied to the realm of pheno-
mena. Phenomella are - intelligibles are valid or 'hold' (gelten) - i.e. require
?r,s so to th'in'k and so to act as to conform to thern. Their existence consists
in their claim on us. Their essa is neither their percipi nor their percipere.
It is their nr,and,are. And to the extent that we succeed in transforming
ourselves to conform with their claim on us, we overcome our particutarity
and irnmortalize ourselves.

In other words, the intelligible world no longer is the object of. a theóri.a,
in fact it can hardly be called the object of any cognition at all. Rather, this
term is reserved for the realm of appearances. The "perception" appropriate
to nountena is the u,nconsciou,s auareness ol th,eir dem.ands on us.

Are we in proximity of the productive intelligence ? This entirely depends
on what kind of reality we attrtbute to the productive intelligence ancl what
kind of reality Windelband attributes to it. Of course, for a Neo-Kantian
it 'tvould be next to impossible to grant to it what according to orthodox
I{antians is the status of things-in-themselves. Precisely to avoid l(ant's
realism (i.e. his insistence that things-in-themselves "exist" as that which
appears) Neo-Kantians introduced the concept of the normative, which,
of course, has no empirical existence. And so it is not surprising to hear
Windelband coltinue with the statement: We refrain (or: we should refrain
- the German text is for good reasons of which presently, quite ambiguous)
from asking: What is the metaphysical status of this system of logical
norms ?

We shall immediately see that this is not Windelband's last rvord on this
probleur. But for the time being he reiterates: from a psychological point of
vier,v (i.e. empirically) that which is valid a priori is always an unconscious
elernent of our enrpirical experiences (or to use the language of phenome-
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nology, of empirical acts). In other words, empirical
always individual consciousness contains in itself a
universal norms which are objectively valid.

consciousness which is
system of higher and

But what kind of empirical connection exists according to Windelband
between the system of norms and our actual acts of thinlcing? Or, in other
words, what is the phenomenal existence of those norms ?

Furthermore, one can doubt as to what Windelband really meant by
elevating himself to the level of the transpersonal. What precisely was the
ontic status of this transpersonal ? And did 'therefore the mom"rrt of bli*
indicate more tha.n a strictly subjective experience ?

It seems that Windelband in some way never ceased reflecting on this
problem' But he gave a much clearer expression to his thoughts onìy in one
of his last publications, an address on the problem of the unconscious.l
It is of 'course not surprising from our point of view that he should have
clevoted his attention to this problem. For we have seen to what extent he
problem of the unconscious bordered on the problem of the meta-personal
and that of. Bewusztsein ùberhaupt.

We limit ourselves to a presentation of those of Windelband's ideas which
are immediately connected with the problem of the unicity of intelligence.

The conscious activities of our mind, says Windetband, are "regulated,,
b_y objective (sachlich,) reLations - but it is orily when we make these activities
the subject matter of our reflections that we become conscious of those
relations.

As we see, Windelband simply restates the problem of Kant: how shall
we explain that rve want to think in confor:mity with our fellow men ? Ancl
Windelband answers, entirely in the spirit of I(ant: unconsciously rve know
in what way we should think. In other words, the rules, ,ror*r, ideals oi-
whatever we call them, of our thinking are present in our mind - though not
in the conscious part of it. And now windelband continues and says:
Tlris set of nonns (das Geltcnde is the standard expression of the Badenian
branch of Neo-I{antians) is what rve since Leibniz and Kant are wont to
call the a priori. In other words, according to Windelbancl the a priori ís
essentially our unconscious mind.

But what is the ontic status of the unconscious mind ? In what way does
it exist as a phenomenon ?

- Unhesitatingly lVindelband answers: It is the social group to which we
belong, in which these norms take on empirical existence. In other word.s,
Windelband tries to replace the concept of the collective consciousness
which r'vould belong to a completely differerrt order of reality (non-empirical
reality), by something which, though obviously less real than individual
consciousness - or, if not less real, certainly reil in some peculiar sense of
the word - is still in some sense of the word empirically ieal, viz. by the

1 lV' Windelband, Di-e-Hyp.othese d,es Llnbewussten, S .8. d,er Heidetberger Ah. d,. Wiss.,Philos.-hist,. Kl., tgr4. Heidèlberg r9r4.
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semi-empirical, semi-transempirical concept of social consciousness. And
what is the repositor5' of this social consciousness ? First of all, says Windel-
band, it is the language. What is most striking in the phenomenon of
language, says Windelband, is that persons belonging to the same language
completely understand one another.

This, then, is Windelband's phenomenon of the noumenon "unique
intelligence". Some will find that this kind of collective or group or social
consciousness is not what he wants it to be, an empirical fact. Some will on
the contrary insist that collective or social consciousness is nothing else but
the sutn total of all individual consciousnesses and thus does not call for the
hypothesis of a system of objectively valid, ideal logical norms. From our
point of view the most amazing aspect of Windelband's theories is the fact
that he is obviously dissolving the unique intellect into a multiplicity of
"linguistic" intellects and never asks himself whether the fact of mutual
understanding should not force him to admit that the multiplicity of
languages notwithstanding man qua. man is an animal loquax and that tirere-
fore it is not this or that language which is the depository of the unique
intelligence but language (speech, langage) as such - in Windelband's terms,
the linguistic a priori of all empirical languages. Indeed, it would be most
appropriate to ask Srindelband: Is not the fact that the principle of contra-
diction is observed wherever man thinks, sufficient proof that all languages
enrbody the ideal system of logical norms ?

Themistius was of the opinion that the unicity of intelligence is proved
by the fact that men understand one another. It did not occur to Themistius
to limit the mutual understanding to people belonging to the same linguistic
group. But Windelband is obviously inclined to dissolve rnankind into a
multiplicity of such groups and to limit lvhat he calls complete mutual
understanding to rnembers of the same linguistic group. Straugely enough
he never considers the possibility that the existence of languages as sharply
delineated, self-contained units is perhaps doubtful, hardly more than a
convenient device of grammarians to which little corresponds in rerwnx
natura. Clearly, Winclelband suffers from intellectual myopia - rvhen he says
"language" he thinks exclusively of the fairly uniform literary, "high" and
static languages usecl by the fairly educated, the rules of which can be found
in any high school grammar and the limits of which are delineated by a good
dictionary. He is entirely blind to the conventional character of grammars
and dictionaries - blind also to the fact that there is virtually no language
rvithout sublanguages such as dialects, "lingos" belonging to social sub-
groups, professions, etc. - and that it is entirely arbitrary whether or not
lve r,vill treat these sublanguages as languages in their or,vn right or not.
Certainly the fact that we can understand each other proves that we
"belong" to the same language, but the very terrn "to understand" is entirely
ambiguous. Probably Windelband by understanding means that lve can
understand each other rvithout the use of dictionaries or the necessitv of
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"learning" another language in addition to the one which we speak rvigrout
ever haling learned it. But "dictionaries" and "learning', ràpresent arrd
are only highly formalized efforts, which are always necessary to understand
each other. If I and my interlocutor belong to different sociai or professiolal
or regional groups, we shall have to do quite an amount of translatilg
before we can understand each other: - though the translating u,ill be done
without the benefit of printecl dictiouaries. And when an educated person
speaks to one uneducated, adherence to rules of grammar of the allgedly
identical language to which both belong will only hamper mutual uncler-
standing. Finally, to limit the concept of learning a language to actiyities
in a classroom presupposes a very narrow concept of t.rrtritrg."a, long as we
do not monologize, we continue learning the tànguage which we use - a'd
even in the case of a permanent monologue the màanings attached to words,
phrases, etc. - in other words the linguistic understanàing of the language
rirhich we use changes with our changing experiences. The word ,.red.,, 

means
something different after we have seen a fire from what is meant previousiy
and should we use it now to describe an experience which we had before
having seen the fire, we would have to translate it into our former language"
All this is even more obvious when we think of the existence of dialects and
the possibility of endless controversies as to the relation between Flemish,
Dutch, and German, Masurian and polish, ukrainian, white Russian and
Russian, etc.

In other words, Windelband in his eagerness to fincl a phenomelon which
would be the empirical counterpart (or appearance) of the nou,?nenon.
"unique intelligence" overlooked all the dittiiutties inherent in the concept
of language.

Still \Mindelband continues. He knows of course that what he clescribes
as a system of ideal nonns for every empirical, individual consciousness is
nothing else but what a Kantian would. designate as consciousness in general
or rrniversal consciousness (Bewusztsein iiberhaupt). Antl so he says: the
concept of universal consciousness is not a psychological (read: empirical)
hypothesis - and it mustn't become a metaphysicai hypothesis either. A
good Kantian is speaking, eager to limit knowlédge to the rèalm of experience
in which obviously we find only individual cònsciousnesses but never a
universal consciousness. But being a Kantian, Windelband a^lso is familiar
rryith what could be called the analogical use of reason ancl so he concludes:
The assumption of a supra-individual consciousness (in other words: a
unique intelligence) based on the proportion individual souls: universal
consciousness : individual consciousness: group or social consciousness
would be no more than analogy, helping or io piesent the mystery (italics
mine) of logical normativity.

We are immediately reminded of Kant's Trdume. Windelband. here for
the sake of illustration toys with the idea that our souls belong to a com-
munion of souls, which would explain why there is agre.*Àt in their
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thoughts. He would consider this an illegitimate metaphysical hypothesis,
were ít taken literally rather than analogically. But he àols not notice that
his assumption of a group consciousness, on which individual consciousness
depends, is not as empirical as he imagines it to be and in fact would by
many be described as precisely a metaphysical hypothesis.

\'Vith all this Windelband does not forget tha[ the problem he startecl
out u'ith, is the problem of the unconscious. Only the individual, empirical
activities of the mind are conscious. But they aie embedded in the uncon-
scious activities of a mind which is suprapersonal. Without these activities
of $'hich we are not conscious we could not explain the universal validity of
the rules of thinking, evaluating, etc. - in shórt, the fact that we all o!.y
the same ideal norms. To express the normative character of the unconscious
Windelband suggests that we shoulcl. distinguish two kinds of the uncon-
scious: the infraconscious and the metaconscious. And this metaconscious
in some way is a supraPersonal, supraindividual mind., consciousness, or
whatever we call it, to satisfy windelband's "criticistic', attitucle.

Windelband's essay on the unconscious betrays no trace of his Seú
specie aeterni. But it is obvious that both essays are ultimately rooted in the
same concern. Only by some kind of absorption of the individual in the
universal do we attain to truth and goodn"ir, we said; and to the extent
that we are able to be so absorbed, we experience the kind of immortality
and bliss which corresponds to the destiny of man.

(+) A Mosr striking case of the reappearance of the idea of the ulity of
intelligence horvever is provided. by Schroedinger. In his Mind. and, Matter
(1958), Schroedinger developecl the idea that modern science finds itself
involved in a contradiction. It succeeded in explaining reality only by
excluding itself, i.e. the explanator from it - and thus neJessarily falsiiying
our image of reality. Furthermore, it leaves us wondering how io reconcile
the uniqueness of the world with the plurality of egoi. Indeed, one of
Schroedinger's chapters is entitled "The Arithmeiical Paradox. The Oneness
of the Mind". He sees only two possibilities of explaining this fact. Either
we accept Leibniz' doctrine of a plurality of monads, each with a mind of its
o\^:n, but each so "arranged" that these minds entirely conform to each
other. Or rve must assume the doctrine of the unification of minds - in other
rvords the unicity of intelligence. It is this latter solution which Schroedinger
prefers and he obviously lvould not hesitate to grant metaphysical sta[us
to this collective consciousness. For hirn such a àoctrine it prírno t'acie the
doctrine of the (Jpanislmds (and. other sirnilar systems); but he rvould
certainly have greatly enjoyed seeing his two possiúihties clearly expressed
and discussed in Themistius. When he concludes his discussion Uy ttre clictum
"rnind is by its very nature a sin.gulare tanturn", he simply resiates one of
the trvo alternatives presented by Thernistius. It is surprisìng that he stopped
short of discussing in this context the problem of the unconscious. It is a
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safe guess that he would entirely agree with the theory which we found for
the first time clearly formulated in Plotinus.

(S) Ir is still left to us to discuss the problern of mysticism. We said that
the doctrine of the necessity (or desirability) of transforming the human
intellect into the universal intellect represents something like a peculiar
brand of mysticism. In Plotinian terms we said: if the union with the divine
is considered the ultimate goal of all mystics, then the mysticism of the
union witlr the intelligence can be described as the unio mystica cun't, secundo
d'eo, whereas the unio or. which Plotinus speaks would be the u,nio cu?tt.
primo deo. Now, if our interpretation of Kant was correct, if we can say that
according to l{ant man achieves truth by transforming his ernpirical
consciousness into universal, pure, "theoretical" consciousness and goodness
by transforming his empirical rvill into universal will (pure "pLactical"
consciousness) we should expect that some nrystics of the type described
above, i.e. mystics practicing the transformation of the human intelligence
(theoretical and/or practical) into universal intelligence should feel some
affinity to Kant. And this is indeed rvhat historically happened.

In an appendix to his Streit iler Fakulttiten under the title T,'on ei,ney
reinen' Ll[ystih in, der Religion,r I(ant printed a letter from C. A. Wilmans,
appended by him to his dissertation De sirnilitudine inter Mysticisrnunt,
purum et Kantianant. religionis doctrinana (Halle rTgT),2 in rvhich the latter
turns Kant's attention to the affinity of his doctrine with the practice of a
Quaker-like sect in Germany. What is surprising is that l(ant should have
reprinted the letter. Not unexpectedly, he says that he cannot accept
everything said by Wilmans.s But he is obviously able to see Wilmans'
point. This point Wilmans expressed by saying that the so-calied separatists,
who call themselves mystics, practice l{ant's ptrilosophy. They use the
concept of "intter law" which confirms the divine character of the Scriptures.
Kant is inclined to agree.

But there is some aftermath to this. Wilmans directed a letter to l(ant in
rvhich he obviously tried to develop his ideas. This letter has not been
preserved, but I(ant's answer has.a From it, it becomes clear that Wilmans,
continuing ideas already expressed, attempted to differentiate between a
Verstand lvhich was essentially bound to the body and therefore d.oes
not survive the latter's destruction, from Vernunft, which, not being
body-bound, would survive. In other words, whether he knew it or not,
Wilmans u,as restating the doctrines usually going under the name of
Aristotle and Alexander. Verstand. is the (perishable) voùq zcocS4rr,xóq,
Ilern'unÍt the (imperishable) voù6 rcor,4trxóq. But it seems he expressed himself

r Kant, Schrilten 7, p. r-n 6, esp. p.69-75.
2 Unavailable to me.
3 Kant,  Schr i t ' ten 7,  p.69,  note,  end.
4 Kant, Schriften. rz, p. z7g,
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uncautiously and designated the perishable Verstartd. as corporeal. This,of course, I{ant could not accept. And in his ansrver he limits himself tothis one point' It could be that at this late age he was not willing tore-tlrink the problem of personal immortality in relation to Bewusztsei*,iiberh,au,pt,.L

(6) THn publication of the literary remains of Husserl brings somesurprises'2 one of them is to see Hussèrl toying with the idea of ..interpe-
netration" of spirits' This was supposed 1o iolve the problem of inter-
subjectivity - a problem which as ii rvell-known disturbed Husserl very
much'3 Time and again Husserl felt that phenomenology seems to amount
to transcendental solipsism, time and agaín he tried tolrove that it did nothave to be so. one of his atternptecl proois reads sornelvhat like this.

lVhen we continue with the transcendental reduction (i.e. ascencl to theconstitution of the world of objects in subjectivity or consciousness), r,veultimately are lead to a point where we tànscencl the realm of personal
transcendental consciousness ancl find ourselves in the realm of a completely
impersonal transcentlental consciousness. In other worcls (rvhich ar.e 'otHusserl's own), we finct that personal transcendental consciousness is
constituted by atr impersonal transcendental consciousness (the affinity toFichte's ideas is obvious). But this being so, suddenly any plurality of per_
sonal "consciousnesses" disappears. What \Me are left witir, is as Husserl
once says, an omnitude of pure souls (Attheit der reinert. Seeletl. Who ca'
read ttrese words 

_without being remindecl of Kant's community of spirits
on one hand, of the problem of the unicity of ail souls on the other ? And
indeed Husserl corrects the expression "oÀnitucle" by suggestilg another,
viz' omniunity (Alteinheiú). This expression he justifies by sayiirg that it
wo'Id perhaps be possible to demonstrate a purely psychical (merrtal)
unity connecting souls with souls.a

These formulas are not entirely isoiated. Thus we read that all phe-
nomenological reductions performed r.vith regard to single acts of colscious-
ness result in destilling from them the single pure acts which are moments of

, 
t s.t" tlre paper of H..Leisegang, "I{ant und die lVlystik", ptrilosoplrisclre studien r(ls+s)' p' 4-28, especially on-thé aftermath of the interest of l{ant in wilmans.Irowever, in the subsequent discussion the problern of naturalism vs. supernaturalismobscured all other aspects' r{ant, as it is kriown, *"t.no*jt*aged the 

"*iri"""l 
of whatis iibersirtttlich, whereas he reje_cted anythinE iibernatii.rtich (see, e.g., Sclwilten 7, p. 59).z For some of them see w. szilaii, "ùerke una wirLuog Érrr".r"i,, '  Di" Nrrr"Rundschau. Zo (rgSù, p.  636-655.

3 See e'g', H. zeltner, "Dai-rch und die Anderen", Zeitschrilt l i ir phitosophische
Forschwc.g r3 ( r959), .  p_._ z8g1r5;  A.  schuetz,  , ,Das 

Éroblem der t ranszendentalen
Intersubjekti ' i t i i t bei Husserf',- philos.ophisch'e Ruttdscltau s ossz,t, p. gr_ro7; N.flygur, "Die Phà.nomenologie Husserls'und die Gemeinsciaftíí,"kàru-itrrairr,50
(Iss8/d, 

-!- !39-46o. All sulsequent quotations from Husserl refer to Ht..t.sserliana,Husserl, lVe.rhe, e-sp. vol. S GSSzj anrt g (ISSS).q Husser lx&na B, t4z,  q44î . .
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the one pure universal soul (die einzelnen, reinen Ahte al,s A,[omente cler einen
reinen Gesamtseele).r

Even clearer is another passage. As is well known, according to Husserl
only consciousness (subjectivity) is self-contained being, wherJas all other
being is "relative" being, i.e. exists only as that which ionsciousness refers
to.z But what is meant by subjectivity? And Husserl answers: thrs sub-
jectivity which is ultimately constitutive of all "objective" reality is not
what we could call personal subjectivity.z

Thus the only non-relative or non-relat ed, (nicttt-bezogen) being is some
kind of impersonal subjectivity. This impersonal suijectivity can be
conceived either as a unique subject or - more in accord with thè idea of a
community of souls or spirits - as a kind of realm of transcendental subjects"
Thus we find in Husserl the formula: all non-relative (absolute) being is
identical with the universe of transcendental subjects who form a com-
munity.s Husserl does not ask himself in this place whether it still makes
sense to speak under such circumstances of a plurality of transcendental
subjects as it becomes impossible to state what the-ir principiunc ind.,i-
uiduationis would be. In any case it shoulcl be obvious thai this community
is more than and different from, a community constitutecl by some acts of
consciousness. For the idea of this com.rnunity was introducàd precisely to
explain how it is possible to escape the predicament that all (objective) being
is nothing more than a correlate of an appropriate intentional act apcl has
therefore no independent existence so that intentionality is not sufficient to
explain trne intersubjectivity. And therefore another formula in Husserl
says that in some mysterious way the intentionality of every single subject
penetrates the intentionality of every other single subject. Theréfore, says
Husseri, there is no such thing as a plurality of single souls - there is oniy
one psychical coherence (In uunderbarer Weise . . . reicht ied,es Intenliottatitrit
in die des anderen hinein - als Reswltat gibt es kein,e Vielheit von getrennteu,
Seelen,, sond,ern nur einen einzigen seelisch,en, zusanml,enh.ang).a And as a
variant of this formula we find another: ultimately all absolute (absolutely
constitutive) being is nothing but the transcendental Allego, which Attego
is the transcendental community of transcenclental single 

"go, 
(rlas trans-

zendentale Ich'all als transzendentale Getneinsch,aft transzen,rlental gelaszter
Einzelich,e.6

The same idea is expressecl when Husserl speaks of a double epoch,é.
L  lb id . ,  8 ,  3 r7 .

- 
z 

!bi:d.,.8, +go. The most succint formula: Nu.r die transzend,entale Subiektiaiti it t,ar
den Seinssin des absohtten Seins, nur sie ist "irrelatiu", d.h. nur aul sich selbst rel,atia,
wdhrend' die reale Welt zwur isl, aber eine wesens'inrissige Relatiuitat aul d,ie trati'iienaennte
Subiehtiuitiìt hat, da sie niimlich ihren Sinn ats seien1e nur als inlentionales Sinngebild,e
der ltanszendentalen Subiehliuitat haben hann; Id.een, Nachwort : Husserliana (rg5z),5,
p . r 5 3 .

3  l b id . ,8 ,  r9o .
4 Ib id. ,  6,  257f , .
6 Ib id. ,  B,  rzg.
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Through the first, he says, I gain rnyself as a transcendental ego, through
the second I ascend to transcendental intersubjectivity. And this concept is
explained as being tantamount to a transcendental Egoall, a transcendental
community of transcendental individual egos.1

Finally: the genuinely universal epoché destroys the appearance (schein)
that souls are exterior to each other.z

All these passages prove clearly: Husserl toys with the idea of a collective
consciousness, collective soul, collective or impersonal subject.

This being so, we must be prepared to meet in Husserl also the attenclant
doctrine, viz. that we as empirical subjects are not conscious of this im-
personal consciousness, in other words that there is in us a double conscious-
ness, one of rvhich is our empirical consciousness, the other which we as em-
pirical persons do not fully possess - whereas we obviously possess it to the
extent that we are non-empirical persons. And indeed here is a passage
meeting our expectations.

It could seeln, says Husserl, that to differentiate between transcendental
subjectivity and the soul leads to some kind of myth.

What Husserl here clearly has in mind is the problem of the presence of
the impersonal transcendental subjectivity in us. And Husserl is obviously
reluctant to assume this presence. But again he toys with a possibility. We
should perhaps, Husserl says, learn to see the difference between our surface
life from our depth life.

Quite rightly the editor of this passage, E. Fink, felt reminded of psycho-
analysis. To explain the terms surface life and depth life he adds in paran-
thesis : patent, latent.

And indeed'- Husserl pleads for an adequate concept of the unconscious,
lvhich he says, should not be simply equated with phenomena such as sleep,
fainting, or libido.s

Expressions repeatedly used in the preceding prove that Husserl toys
rvith the idea of a collective subject (consciousness) or with the concept of
the unconscious (double consciousness). Be it stressed: we are not interested
in ascertaining whether Husserl in the long run took these ideas seriously.
We are interested exclusively in the problems themselves, regardless of
their ultimate significance for Husserl.

(Z) To rHE ExrErvr that consciousness seems to presuppose a subject,
the problem of the unicity of the soul or of the intelligence can also be stated
as the problem of the unicity of the subject. In other words, instead of the
question'are all souls one?'or'are all intell igences one?', we can equally

I Ibid.
2 lbid., 6, 5t+.
s  I b i t l . , 6 , r z o - r z 3 ; r g z ; 4 2 3 - 4 2 s .  F r o m a d i f f e r e n t p o i n t o f v i e w t h e p r o b l e m o f  t h e

unconscious is connected with Husserl in: A. Waelhens, "Réflexions sur une probléma-
tique lrusserlienne de I'inconscient, Husserl et Hegel", Edmunil Hussertr (Phenomeno-
Iogica, t r ) ,  Hague 1959, p.  zzr-237.
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well ask'are all subjects one?'Now, in some sense of the word., everyone
will admit that there is a plurality of subjects. But while to some this might
seem to be the last word one this question, some others will insist thaf in
addition to the plurality of subjects, there is something which can be called'one subject', or 'transcendental 

(xcoproró6) subject', or 'subjectivity,. 
Ald

from here on quite naturally the problem emerges how the transcend.ental
subject is related to the non-transcendental subject, i.e. the empirical
subject. or, if we substitute 'ego' 

for'subject', how is the empirical, piivate
single ego related to the universal transcendental ego ?

of course, terminology is changing. It is conceivable that .ego, 
is used

to designate the empirical subject only, whereas by definition the trans-
cendental subject would be clesignated as non-egological. It is equally
possible to introduce the term 'personal' 

and thus to designate empirical
consciousness or the empirical subject as personal, the transcendental
subject as impersonal. But no matter how r,ve change terminology - behincl
it we discover the problem posed by Aristotle to his Greele interpreters. It
is the problem of the relation between voù5 and {uXú. And it is obvious that
the tendency to solve this problem by the assumption of the unicity of
intellect or monopsychism is perennial.r

(8) Amongmore recent critics of I(ant Simmel deserves particular mention.
Time and again he deals with Kant's concept of a transcendental subject.z
Small wonder. As is known, Simmel subscribes to an ideal which can be
stated by the formula "so act that the maxim of your action expresses
a law valid for you alone".3 This concept of an individual law is, if we may
say so, zoth century neo-schleiermacherism. It was Schleiermacher who
clearly formulated the romantic attitude in ethics (in its broadest sense of
the word, including one's whole way of life) as opposed. to that of the en-
lightened l{ant in saying: Far from its being my duty to act according to a
maxim which could become a universal law, I should try to live in a way

r The problem of metaconsciousness or metapersonal consciousness sometimes
emerges in even more.unexpected quarters. I am thinking of J. Romains and his
concept of unanimisrn (cf. e.g. his Manuel de déi.fication,P{ris rglo). To what extent
Romains.was inspir"g by contemporary_sociological theory, paiticularly Durkheim,
remains to be investigated. cf. B. F. stoltzfuó, "unanimisir Revisitid',, Mod,rrn
Language Qu.arterl.y zr (tg6ol, p. 239-245.

In fact. instead of- using the term monopsychism we could equally well have spoken
of unanimism and this rvord would immeàiàtely have reminded us of the problem of
deification and thus of the problem of the coniunctio with the active inteliigence. Of
course, it is not easy to determine how- seriously Romains took this concepù of deifi-
cation; and it cannot be overlooked that Romains assumed the existenci of many
collective souls rather. than of a -single one; furthermore, that he often spoke in such
a way that we have the impression that all these collective souls 

"r" "r"àt"d 
by man

at will.
2 G. simmel, Kant, sechzehn vorresungen (rst ed. Munich r9o4; 6th ed. r9z4; the

subsequenl plg" references are to the 4th-- rgr8 - ed.; preced"à Uy ttre number of the
trlorlesung in Roman numerals).

a X, p. 4zf. Cf' XVI, p. zro.
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expressing lny particularity - in other words follow the law of my nature, dowirat only I can and therefore ought to do.1 Schleiermacher,s" attitude isevidently that of Simmel, the Lebensphilosoph. Clearly anticipating an ideacentral in existentialism 2 Simmel says: If we try to universalize ourselves,rve act as if our individuatity were something like a quality or determination
of a universal 'man'. 

In other words (not luite simmel",s o*.r), we try toact as if rve had, an individuality or as if individuality were an accident
(oupuBepzPúq), a quality (aor,óv), determining a universal substance .rran"
of which the several individuals are mere instances. But in fact, says Simmel,
we do not have an_individuality - we are ind.ividuals.B Still in oih., words,no longer those of Simmel - rnan in his totality is an accident with no sub-stance in which it inheres.

This being the attitude of Simmel, he is particularly ad.verse to all the'universalizing' 
tendencies of Kant (and the nnugrrtenrnent in general).

Time and again he stresses that Kant'ssubject is by no means a personal ego,that it on the contrary exists in the singuiar only.a
We noticed the way in which Windelband, unwilling to grant some ontic

statns to Kant's Bewusztsein 'iiberhaupt ttied, to interpret-it as some kindof semi-empirical, or as others *onid say, semi-meiaphysical collective
consciousness, embodied particularly in the vario,r, l"niulges. simmel isaware of the possibility of such an interpretation. CommJntiig that Kant,s
ethics is based on au appeal to that which is universal ip man,-simmel saysthat in our time Kant's categorical imperative would probably taken to be
the social imperative, i.e. as the demands of society made with regard toits members'5 But Simmel clearly perceives that such an interpretatio'
would not do justice to Kant's intentions. Any kind of social imperative
would still fall short of the categoricat imperaiive by being limitecl to aparticular place or age ancl thus not be truly universal. But Kant,s cate-
gorical imperative transce'ds any particularization.

And thus simmel sums up his interpretation of Kant by saying that one
of the ideals of modern times is the universal man who is at the same time
an individual 6 (a somelvhat misleading formula, it seems) and that in l{ant
this ideal finds its most sublime expression.? To this ideal corresponds the
conviction that there is only one ego and therefore only one and the same
truth for every individual ego.

sirnmel could have added: just as there can be one truth only, so there
can only be one good. And this is tantamount to saying that there is onl5r

r Schleiermacher,..Mo.nologues, esp. znd and 4th.2 cf. P. ivrerlan, "Existentialism'- A Thirct ivay,,, proceedings and, Add,resses of tlteArneyican Phi losophical  Associat ion 33 (r96o),  p +S_US, 
""p.p.  SSt.s  X ,  p .  136 .

i  V ,  p .  6o ;  66 ;  X ,  p .  136 .
5  I X ,  p .  r r 4 .
6 XVI,  p.  2o3.
? XVI,  p.  2o5.
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one pure theoretical and one pure practical reason (voù6), common to all
men. Let it be repeated: faced with the point blanc question whether such
a doctrine implies the denial of personal immortality, Kant q,ould prr-r6ably
have answered in the negative. But it should be otvious that the logic of
his system could have led him to the opposite conclusion. IVIan is capable
of availing himself of that which is true ancl that which is good only qua
member of a community of spirits. But in this community {h" prirrripiu*
indiuid,uationis no longer holds. Are, then, these spirits universais ? We are
back in the controversy between Plato and Aristotle. We are back to the
question what the status of Aristotle's (or Alexander's) pure vo.rlrd is. Shali
the term 'reality' (which in Kant means phenomenat reatityy be exclusively
reserved to individuals l

Simmel the Lebensphilosoph is of course opposed. to all universal izing
tendencies. For him universalization would. próbably always nìean a loss of
that which is concrete and truly alive. To tÈe extent that universalization
always means the elevation of man's intelligence (voùq, reason) over all
the other, 'irrational' 

aspects of man's nature, Simmel, for whom intelligence
is just one of the different, co-ordinated possibilities of man's facing realitv,
woul.d be highly critical of such an elevation. He in all likelihoocl to*Aristot-
le's d y&p voù èvépyer,a (c.oí1 would oppose the formula rj 1oìp (rìs èvépyer,a,
voÙ6. Thus, Simmel's interpretation of I(ant is indicatit. oi r'rr"ry 

"iraracter-istic reaction to everything indicated by the terms *o"oprychism,
mysticism, metaconsciousness in the title of the present writing.


